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101- How to Design a Fun and Safe AutoX Course  

 PCA National AutoX Committee 8-30-21 

How do you design a fun and safe AutoX Course? Here are some basic considerations that will help: 

1) Walk the Site. Get or make an accurate map or print out an aerial photo from Google Maps. Walk the 

entire area noting areas to avoid (broken pavement, drains, hard objects, etc.)  

2) Plan Event Logistics. Plan where cars will enter, park, paddock, grid, start, and finish (pay special 

attention to car exit speed and direction). Determine where to safely place the timing tent and other 

basics (like bathroom facilities). Figure out how to control access to the course (from stray cars, people, 

animals). Look for features that could offer protection for course workers and help define course 

boundaries. Map out no-drive areas to allow for spins, adequate distance to hard objects, and to avoid 

heading cars towards people. Decide if you want more than one car on the course at the same time 

(usually separated by 20-30 seconds so corner workers can safely reset cones), since that will dictate the 

basic flow of the course so a spin or off-course will not put the other car at risk. Having these basic 

logistics in place will let you start to define a safe course.  

3) Start Designing the Course. Draw a variety of course “elements” on the map that will be fun while 

helping drivers learn better car control in a safe manner. Here are some elements to consider:  

• Uniform slaloms (evenly spaced cones in a straight line). Tip: keep cones 50-100 feet apart to 

avoid being too slow or too fast

 
• Offset slaloms (favorably offset the slalom cones to one side then the other 1-3 feet to “open” it 

up and make it faster than a straight line of cones at the same spacing)  

• Increasing or decreasing spaced slaloms. Tip: Do this purposely to build speed, or to scrub off 

speed, leading to the next course element. Safety caution: These tend to get the back of a car 

wagging so plan extra width to accommodate spins   

• Lane change (offset boxes that require briefly straightening the steering) 

 
• Constant radius turns (small, medium, and large). If space allows, try making some 180-270 

degree “skid-pad” type elements. Tip: make a string “compass” to achieve a uniform circle   
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• Increasing and decreasing radius corners

 
• Straightaways (for safety and insurance compliance, keep short enough so faster stock cars stay 

below mid-60 MPH)  

4) Connect the Elements. Focus on a course line that is smooth and flows well. Creatively: 

• Connect constant radius corners in opposite directions 

• Mix small, medium, and large radii corners 

• Connect a few fast elements together where space allows 

• Vary the tempo (connect fast sections to medium or slow elements to require heavy braking; 

connect slow sections to fast ones to allow strong acceleration) 

• Connect visually different elements to help drivers follow the course 

• Add “Visual Clarity”. Less is more. Visual clarity comes from reducing visual clutter and allowing 

identifiable elements to be spotted. Space elements far enough apart to prevent confusing 

“gaps” that may seem like an opening to drive through 

• If the next turn is more than about 30 degrees to a side then help keep drivers on-course by 

using a row of lay-down “pointer cones” or other unique landmarks (bright colored foam 

arrows, different colored cones, different sized cones, etc.) 

• Give drivers plenty of space between elements to choose their own lines. This makes the course 

challenging, feel fast, and makes it fun  

• Make entry into slaloms “optional” where possible (make drivers choose easy-in or easy-out)  

Avoid these things. They tend to spoil the fun and flow of a course or can cause undo wear on cars: 

• Cone “gates” narrower than ~20 feet wide    

• Turns that are “too tight” and would require downshifting to first  

• Slalom cone spacing less than 50 feet (if that isn’t possible, then favorably offset them) 

• Skid pad type corners that are more than about 270 degrees  

• Turns at the finish that will take-out the timing light 

• “Gimmicks”. Bizarre elements may seem creative to you but tend to be confusing and 

frustrating to others and interrupt course flow and fun 

• A “sea of cones” visual clutter. That leads to many off-courses, frustration, and safety concerns     

• Fast finishes with no required slow-down feature. Don’t count on a long straight after the finish 

as the way to slow the cars since drivers tend to not brake sufficiently no matter how long the 

straight afterwards    
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5) Build in Safety. This is important, hard to do, and takes time. Visualize every cone and element as the 

driver would see it. Based on your map, look at what other cones would be seen in the background or 

what “gaps” between cones might look like to the driver. Gaps that seem like a viable next gate will 

likely cause an off-course car. If the view might be confusing to the driver, then space the elements 

farther apart if possible. If necessary, add a row of several “pointer cones” to help guide the driver the 

correct way, or add tightly spaced “walls” of upright cones (spaced about 3-6 feet apart) to prevent 

drivers from physically straying off-course. Unfortunately, walls of upright cones tend to worsen the 

visual clutter so they need to be used thoughtfully. Lining both sides of the course with chalk lines, or 

white flour lines, may help but those can’t be counted on if it rains or blows away and they can hinder 

drivers from learning to properly look ahead.  

Allow sufficient room for spinning or skidding cars, especially at the end of high-speed sections or along-

side of barriers or people. Anticipate drivers will start “tail wagging” their car and lose control on the 2nd 

or 3rd oscillation of a slalom, or series of back-and-forth elements, so plan an appropriate buffer or 

change the course. 

Place worker stations on the course map to allow efficient re-setting of cones while safely considering 

the direction and speed of cars and likely spin or skid zones. Where possible, take advantage of features 

to protect workers such as, light pole bases, or parking poles, or concrete “K Barriers”. With similar 

safety consideration, check no one else at the event will be in harm’s way if a car misses a braking point 

or spins. Usually 25-50 feet for slow, 40-80 feet for medium, and 75-100+ feet for faster corners is 

adequate buffer but more is always better. Never aim straightaways, high-speed sweepers, or the 2nd-3rd 

oscillation of a car, towards people or hard objects.  

Finally, when you think you have a fun and safe course designed, “sleep on it” and look again with fresh 

eyes the next day. If possible, have an experienced AutoX driver review the design. Address any safety 

concerns that a car driving “flat-out” might cause.  

6) Test Drive the Course. As a final step before chalking the cones, walk the course yourself with fresh 

eyes then drive the course. Adjust cone placement to make it safe, make it flow, make it fun. Add 

pointer cones or cone walls if needed for visual clarity. Course-check drives don’t need to be at full 

speed, just fast enough to observe the visual clarity and get a sense of the flow, speeds, and fun. If you 

feel nervous about or just question the potential safety of any section, fix it, slow it down, or plug any 

confusing “gaps”. Moving key cones just a foot or two can make a big difference.  

Congratulations on your design! Enjoy it and learn from it so your next course will be even better.  

To further refine your next course designs, we recommend reading: 

202- How to Design a Great AutoX Course by Paul Kudra 2021 

303 - Solo Course Design 2019, Version 5.6 by Roger Johnson 

  


